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in the final chapter, dante enters the home of the demon emperor mundus and defeats him. mundus
then uses the trinity of weapons and his dying breath to create trish, a clone of his dead wife, who has
been possessing trish's body. after defeating trish, mundus reveals his master plan: he has created the
perfect weapons to destroy the devil empire. he sends his created servant demons to get the weapons,
and tells dante to retrieve the yamato. after retrieving the yamato, dante is teleported to a dangerous

location. he is then attacked by nero, who wants to fight dante in a final duel to the death. after fighting
nero, dante returns home to discover the truth behind his mother's death. it is revealed that his mother

was once possessed by an unknown force and that dante himself was created by that force to kill his
mother. dante then sets out to find the source of his creation, and to destroy it. he also learns that vergil

was once an agent of the devil and that he was the one who possessed his mother. the first devil may
cry was developed and published by capcom for the playstation and was released in 1999. it was a

significant departure from the traditional genre of beat-'em-ups that capcom had previously produced,
such as the street fighter and final fight series. the game was the first in a series of interactive fiction

video games developed by capcom, the first two titles in the series being released on playstation and pc
titled dmc devil may cry and dmc devil may cry 2: special edition, respectively. both titles featured the

same gameplay and storyline, as well as the same playable characters and a similar level design.
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as a result of this battle, dante discovers that his healing
abilities are 'demonic' and he can now transform into a

demonic state known as 'demon form' whenever he is in
demon form, which can be used for various effects. in
addition, dante can also use devil bringer, an axe that

possesses its own demon, to assist him in battle, which can
be used by its own free will. dante can also fight as a sword-
wielding angel named nero, who can perform ranged attacks,
as well as an imp-like form named sparda. the default attacks
for nero and dante are the devil's triangle attack (a spinning
slash), the devil buster (a powerful charge attack), the devil

bow (a ranged attack), and the devil sword (a powerful close-
range attack). devil bringer, sparda and dante's devil sword
can also be activated to perform new moves. the final boss
fight is a battle against dante's mentor and the game's true

antagonist, the mysterious red queen. she possesses the
bodies of the four fiends from the previous three games, and
her body is not destroyed by any attack. the final battle is a

huge tower fight, with dante combating the fiends on multiple
levels in addition to using other weapons and moves to defeat

them. red queen's body can be destroyed by devil bringer,
but once she is dead, her body resurrects in a more powerful
state. while being a faithful sequel to dmc: devil may cry, the
game would also take after dmc: devil may cry 3 in terms of
design, plot, and gameplay elements. the game follows the

same style as dmc: devil may cry, with the player taking
control of dante, and the story is told through the game's
linear narrative and the game's "true ending". 5ec8ef588b
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